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Inadequate generation capacity and network infrastructure in the Nigerian

electricity market results in frequent load shedding of residential customers.

Peak demand remains largely unknown. This research aims to estimate

peak residential electricity demand using a bottom-up approach to generate

electricity consumption profiles based on daily periodic household activities

linked to electrical appliance ownership, building stock information and

weather data assuming constant uninterrupted power supply. The model

developed for this research is used to assess the impact of future weather

variability on energy consumption and electrical demand, as cooling demand

constitutes a significant portion of current residential energy use.
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Fig 1. Full year daily average load curve for 250 customers
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Fig 2. Residential energy consumption by appliance type
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The model generates load profiles for typical households representing the

countries’ current socioeconomic characteristics reflected in building stock

type and electrical appliance ownership (Fig 1). Household air conditioner

usage rates employed in the model are based on results of a measurement

study across Nigeria.

Temperature projections using the Independent Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) general circulation model (GCMs) have been used to forecast

changes in temperature using the morphing technique (Fig 4). The impact of

different emission scenarios on cooling degree days for Nigeria is analysed.

A relationship between current cooling degree days (CDD) and air conditioner

usage rates is established to simulate future demand patterns(Fig 6). Using

the forecasted temperature profiles of the selected emission scenarios and

forecasted AC usage rates, the model is used the assess the influence of

each emission scenario on aggregate household energy consumption.

Fig 3. Electricity Demand for single household 

Fig 5. Residential air conditioner usage rates

Fig 4. 2050 Temperature projections for Lagos

Fig 6. 2050 AC usage rate projections

 Using a cooling threshold temperature of 24°C, the temperature

projections result in a significant increase in cooling degree days across

the 5 states used in the temperature study, with the A1 scenario seeing

the highest increase with an average of 85% across all the states and

the B1 scenario with 49%,being the lowest across the states.

 The impact of the forecasted CDD on the increase in AC usage rates in

the 5 states ranges between 2% and 5% for all GCM scenarios.

 The changes in annual energy consumption for Lagos are given below.

1. A1 temperature scenario and AC usage rate: 15%

2. B1 temperature scenario and AC usage rate: 11%

3. Current temperature and corrected AC usage rate: 6%

 In Lagos, the month of July will see the largest increase in energy

consumption across both scenarios with the A1 scenario seeing an

increase of 16%, and the B1 scenario with an increase of 9%.

Forecasted temperature increases have resulted in minor increases in AC

usage rates across the states studied. This may be due to current

socioeconomic conditions and the history of interrupted power supply.

However, the minor increases in AC usage rate have seen significant

increases in energy consumption. It should be noted that this study has not

included changes to future socioeconomic factors that might impact electrical

appliance ownership and increase usage rates across the states. Increased

cooling demand as a result of higher usage rates and temperatures will be

experienced during the mid-year rainy season months, and will have an

impact on power generation during this period.

Future work will include the impact of changes to socioeconomic factors in the

residential energy model developed for the residential peak demand study.
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Fig 7. Energy consumption for 250 Households (current temperatures) - Lagos

Fig 8. Energy consumption for 250 Households (future temperatures)- Lagos
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